Ancestors of the Goldschmidt Family, Ehrenbreitstein and Descendants of Moses Leroy

Michel came from Immendorf to Ehrenbreitstein; details still unknown

Moses

Baruch Levy married Bessel Zeiner
Montabur 1754-1802?

Hayum ben Moses died 1844 Ehrenbreitstein

Breinche (Branka) Hayum
born 1777 Montabur
died 179/1872

Moses Leroy born 3/4/1837
Ehrenbreitstein

1) Raphael Leroy married Zipscher
2) Amalie Rund married
3) Meyer Erlanger married Zipscher

Benjamin Isaac married Wolf Zet
Falkenstein died 30/6/1832

Joseph ben Michel also known as Yosef Halavy Goldschmidt
married Hannele died 1803

Ruben Moses Goldschmidt (Rauven Moshe)
born 1767 Ehrenbreitstein
died 24 Tishri 1832 or before

founded the Bank "Ruben and Joseph Goldschmidt" in 1815

married 1/12/1794

Reinhard (Reinhard) Hayum
born 1777 Montabur
died 1844 Ehrenbreitstein

Schlemiel Leroy Meyer Reise Leroy
Moses Leroy born 3/4/1837
Ehrenbreitstein

1) Raphael Leroy married Zipscher
2) Amalie Rund married
3) Meyer Erlanger married Zipscher

Joseph Ruben married Zerline Loeb
Goldschmidt born 6/6/1794
Ehrenbreitstein
died 22/8/1866

Hayman Ruben married 8/8/1832
Goldschmidt born 1897/1853
Ehrenbreitstein

died 3/4/1837

Katharina Falkenstein (Rachel Kiklah)
born 1806
Ehrenbreitstein
died 24 Sivan 1865

Banker
lived Hotstrasse 217
oder 274

1) Wilhelm born 10/1/1837
2) Auguste born 11/2/1843
3) Nanette born 12/2/1845

Ehrenbreitstein

Babette Goldschmidt born 1810
Ehrenbreitstein

may have died young

Amalie Leroy married 5/12/1826

Babette Goldschmidt
born 21/5/1826

Ehrenbreitstein

descendants on page 2

descendants on page 3

descendants on page 2

descendants on page 4

Note
Sources:-
Note: the Hebrew dates and the secular dates do not always agree.
2) Booklet with names of relatives probably written by Amalie Leroy Goldschmidt. She died in 1884 and her last entry is Albert L. eroy, born 1883. Clarisse, born 1885, is in a different handwriting.
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